Sociology Of North American Sport
Synopsis

In Sociology of North American Sport, authors Sage and Eitzen--both former athletes and coaches--offer a compact yet comprehensive and integrated perspective on sport in North American society. Bringing a unique viewpoint to the subject, the authors analyze and, in turn, demythologize sport. This method promotes an understanding of how a sociological perspective differs from common-sense perceptions about sport and society, helping students to understand sport in a new way.

New to This Edition* Offers an expanded explanation of sociological theories and their relevance to sport* Includes updated content and references on sports academies, the changing role of parents and coaches in youth sports, and youth sports as "traveling leagues"* Provides an updated analysis of the socioeconomics of sport * Examines significant developments in high school and intercollegiate sports--changes that make them more commercial and place increasing pressure and stress on coaches and athletes* Highlights recent trends in the social problems of sport, including violence, substance abuse, eating disorders, and gambling* Discusses new social media forms and their relevance to contemporary sport * Expands the focus on diversity, including additional information on Native Americans, Latinos, Asians, and other minority groups in relation to sport; recent opportunities for and achievements of minority and female athletes, coaches, and sports organizations; and the influence of globalization on promoting diversity* Features new "Thinking About Sport" boxes, tables and figures, and photos throughout, as well as updated web resources at the end of each chapter
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Customer Reviews
After reading this valuable book, students will never see sport in quite the same way. They will understand how sport connects—in both problematic and constructive way—with their daily lives in families, schools, politics, and the mass media. --Michael A. Messner, University of Southern California

The authors continue their brilliant work in challenging the boundaries of sport sociology. This is absolutely must reading for anybody interested in the field. --Richard Lapchick, University of Central Florida --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

D. Stanley Eitzen is Professor Emeritus of Sociology at Colorado State University. George H. Sage is Professor Emeritus of Sociology and Kinesiology at the University of Northern Colorado.

Had to buy this for class, its just a normal textbook

Thanks!

Perfect for sociology of sports class! Very in depth

Great book! Got me an A in the class!!

It's a require book for my class. Helps me understand each concept really clearly:

Great for my class

Right book for my class and much cheaper than the school's price.

A must read for anyone studying sport as a system and how it's a reflection of our greater societal constructs.
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